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INTRODUCTION employment, women's farming roles are expanding
and evolving. Extension that effectively reaches

This leaf et provides guidelines for the preparation, women farmers initially generates more food for the
appraisal and superision of agricultural extension household. More food leads to better nutrition, a
projects that aim to redress the bias against women firmer household security b ae, better health, and
farmers. The guidelines focus on the informnation more productive energy. Since these improvements
needed by projf ,t designers, the selection of suitable are shared in the longer-term by the community, they
Interventions, and steps in project design. The constitute a social benefit and provide the economic
principles, methods and strategies presented for rationale for a research and extension focus on
extension projects are broadly applicable to other women farmers.
rural development projects. Users of the guidelines
are expected to be task managers of the Bank, In competently conducted extension, the diagnosis of
extension professionals, researchers, and policy oppotunities for and problems of different categories
makers. The guidelines do not provide a treatise on of farmers will drive the selection of extension
extension or on women farmers: the main reponl strategies and appropriate technologies. Althoiugh
(Saito and Spurling, World Bank Discussion Paper men and women farmers share many characteristics,
156, Washingtoni, D.C.: World Bank, 1992) gives women also have particular needs and problems.
background information on women farmers and their Religious, cultural and social norms constran
production systems, a framework for the analysis of women's activities and rights; reproduction and
gender issues, and ideas for possible interventions household responsibilities constrain their time and
and components. mobility. Women have fewer economic options and

less access to information and resoarces than men.
PART 1: WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE The negiect and economic invisibility of women
AND EXTENSION SERVICES reflect the dominance of men in policy-setting and

management and often leads to a male orientation in
Information is an essential input to production, agricultural research and extension.
particularly when agriculture is being modernized. . .
Male and female farmers need and want information Providg miformation to promote rural development
to improve their farming operations. But farmers will increasingly require a systemic approach.to iproe thir armig oeratons Butfarers Farmers, institutions, imd organizations are all
only need and want extension if it provides more elements in one sys,m, linked by the use,
helpful information than they can obtain from other gentin and diffusin of the and
sources. In many countries governments have made generation, and diffusion of knowledge and
great efforts to provide farmers with relevant informaton. Agrcultural extension iS one of the
information and technology through public extension most important tools governments have for affecting
services. This has been no easy task because of the the system. Two kinds of mutually reinforcingseivierse nees hasbeenn o limite taskimecase of the limprovements are needed: measures to improve the
diverse needs and limited time of the cl'ntele. In general extension for all farmers and measures to
addition, farmers are often scattered ovea areas redress the bias against women farmers. Although

and hard to reach. these guidelines concentrate on the latter they will

Extension is costly. Studies indicate that the benefits also improve extension to all farmers. Part 2 of
of extension are positive but difficult to measur these guidelines examines the organizational
One of the few studies of gender differences principles and functional mechanisms of extension
concluded that, other things being equal, extension services from the perspective of women farmers.
services are more effficiently utilized by female than Recommendations for improving project design are
male farmers. Women play a critical role in made. Part 3 discusses the data needed at project
agriculture -- in the production of food for the preparation. Men's and women's farming roles and
household or the market, in post-harvest activities, in their insitooration and support needs must be
livestock production, and increasingly in cash- understood before projects can be designed and
cropping. Compared to men, women generally have interventions identified. Detailed sample tables for
a wider range of crops, livestock and agro-based gender analysis and key indicators are included in an
activities, and perform a wider range of pre-planting annex. Part 4 presents the steps to be taken during
and post-harvest tasks. As males move into off-farm project design to ensure that women farmers areamong the beneficiaries.



PART2: ORGANIZATIONAL PRINCIPLES Projects need the flexibility to make mid-course
AD1I FUNCTIONAL MECHANISMS' corrections in response to a better understanding of

women farmers, to changes in agricultural production
Effective extension to women farmers is underpinned patterns, and to deficiencies in the original design.
by four organizational principles and three functional Projects should be able to test promising approaches
mechanisms: and expand successful strategies.

Organizational: Situation specificity Two recommendations for increasing the flexibility of
principles : Project flexibility components targeting women farmers are made.

Farmer participation First, particularly where resources are extremely
Mainstreaming women's piagrams scarce or successful strategies difficult to identify,

agricultural extension projects should include WID
Functional : Diagnosis pilot schemes that focus on principles and

mechanisms: Feedback mechanisms. These piiots should should create an
Information transfer environment in which women farmers and extension

agents work together to evolve successful strategies
Organizational Principles that can be implemented projectwide as soon as

possible.
The four principles for effective extension to women
farmers are discussed below. Second, an unallocatedfund earmarked for initiatives

to help women to increase their productivity should
Situation Speci.ficity be included at project preparation. The fund would

be over and above the components identified with
Women farmers are not in the same situation the detailed costings. At any time during the project
world over. Current cultural and legal limitations on cycle, national governments could identify, prepare
women's roles and access to resources and benefits and cost requests for using this fund. Allocations
have to be recognized. Variations occur even within would be made with the Bank's approval. The
countries. Strategies and project components to unallocated fund would give the project flexibility,
improve extension to women farmers should reflect would enhance institution building, and would assure
the specific socio-cultural conventions in the area or that gender issues remain visible.
ccuntry, as well as match the resources and structures Farner Participation in Planning and Evaluating
of the extension system in place, and allow for remion Services
differing natural resource endowments, economic
strategies, and management styles. Effective Accountable and responsive extension requires that
extension requires setting objectives specific to the farmers articulate their needs and their views about
situation including goals to be reached with, for, and the information and activities currently offered and
by women farmers; selection of specific target groups the new areas in which they want assistance.
including different categories of women; and Farmers currently have little influence on and control
decentralization of authoritv ana encouragement of over the extension systems for which they are the
local initiative. clients. Circumstances must be created in which

farmers' demands can be heard. Increased farmer
Project Flkxibility participation -- which at the simplest level is feedback

- needs to be built into the reward system and
A special effort is needed to understand women's incentives for extension staff, and into the key
roles and the constraints they face, and to overcome indicators used in monitoing extension services.
entrenched prejudices surrounding gender factors. Participation by women farmers is especially
All necessary information may nct be available at constrained by the low status often accorded to them
project preparation; interventions and strategies may and the rigid hierarchial structure of many extension
have to be based on less than ideal data. In any case, systems. Organizations and groups of rural women
farming systems and gender roles are not static. offer opportunities for increased participation. At the
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village level, women's groups shouid decide on the an the project prepara.ion team and subsequent
information and activity program they need from the missions. This person, preferably a female national
extension service during the following season. At with a background in the social sciences or
district, regional and national levels, representative agriculture and training in gender analysis, would
officials or members should participate in policy, have special responsibility for gender issues. This
design, ptogram planning, and management would ensure continuity and continuing attention to
discussions. And female exiension staff should women farmers.
participate in all stages of the project cycle.

F-Dwb
Mainstreaning of Extension Activities to Women
Fanners The quality cont-ol mechanism in a good extension

system is the feedback of information from farmers
Extension services to wome. farmers should be to researchers, managers and others with the power
rnainstreamed in a unified and integrated extension to make improvements. Many farmers, including
service to all farmers. Initially, a special initiative to women, can formulate and express their needs. These
bring extension to women may be needed within the needs -- especially those of women -- tend not to be
main extension system. This "affirmative action" heard. Feedback from grassroots to senior levels
approach is essentially a learning experience for should occur within the extension service and can be
farmers and agents. Different approaches can be encouraged by staff incentives. Feedback can be
tried and the lessons drawn can be the basis for an strengthened by involving organizations of rural
integrated approach. Without mainstreaming, there women.
is a danger that women's programs will be
marginalized and that the bureaucracy responsible for Information Transfer
women's programs will become entrenched.

The provision of technical information and its use by
Functional Mechanisms farmers is the heart of extension. Conmnunication

systems must be tailored to the type of information,
The principles above should govern the three stage in the adoption process, and client
functional mechanisms of extension: characteristics. Information on crop prices and

fertilizer availability can be spread by mass media;
Diagnosis learning new skills and gaining the confidence to try

a new technology requires continuing personal
Diagnosis of the opportunities and problems of contact. Men and women farmers may differ in
different categories of women farmers should be literacy rates and languages spoken, and in their
conducted at project preparation and as an ongoing access to newspapers, radio and video. Similarly,
activity. Neither agriculture nor gender roles are visits of extension agent and other extension activities
static, so extension services need regular updating. must take account of constraints on women's time
If projects are to address the differing needs of male and mobility and cultural restrictions on personal
and female farmers, gender disaggregated data and interactions. Some communication channels, such as
analyses are needed by policy makers, managers, and local radio, may be a solution to some constraints of
front-line staff of extension and related activities. women farmers but will need careful planning and
Gender analysis is a specialized study which the cannot entirely replace personal contact.
borrower may lack the capability --knowledge,
attitude and skills - to carry out. Although the Farmers accept information they think will be useful,
capability of the person doing the gender analysis is and their views should drive the supply of
more important than his or her gender, often a information. Both male and female farmers should
women may be preferred or even essential. help set overall extension objectives, formulate

information needs, and rate the performance of
A recommendation for improving the initial diagnosis extension staff.
is that a gender-sensitive person should be included
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Whether farmers can use extension mformation and How to Look for This Information
adopt technologies depends partially on external
factors. Where men and women have different Data collection methods range from detailed
enterprises or outlets for their produce, different quantitative household surveys to rapid qualitative
responses to price changes can be expected. Women walking tours. Matrix I summarizes the approaches
farmers cannot or will not use the information unless and binefits of several methods. It is unnecessary to
they have incentive to use it and access to the factors use all these methods: the method chosen will depend
needed to do so. on the minimum data needed. Woi.e-n farmers

themselves should provide the answers to questions
These principles and mechanisms can be put into about women farmers.
practice by the prirary means of (a) incentives, (b)
field visits, (C) .inkages, (d) training of farmers and When the required data is not available, it may be
extension staff, (e) monitoring, and (f) evaluation. necessary to conduct a feasibility study to identify

gaps and to include in the project design the
establishment of a system for obtaining the

PART 3: PROJECT PREPARATIGN informatior. in the future. Local consultant(s) would,
if necessary, conduct a gender analysis and other

The key ingredient for successful preparation is necessary surveys using Rapid Rural Appraisal
understanding women's role in farmning, their techniques. The main aim would be not to fill in
information needs, and how these needs arc being questionnaires but to provide an understanding of
and can best be satisfied. These gender issues Pmust gender roles in farming and advice on extension
be considered in relation to the selected orientatio: of methods and strategies acceptable in the country.
the project. The choice of a geographic area, *.
specific target group, the introduction of private Gender Analysis2

extension or input delivery, the promotion of specific
enterprises or technologies (such a& animal traction or Geuder analysis is the qualitative and quantitative
irr,gation) may have different impacts on male and disaggregation by gender of activities, resources and
female farmers. Until these different impacts are constraints, and benefits and incentives. Participation
predicted, the benefits sad hereficiaries of the project in extension (or project) activities can be analysed in
cannot be assessed, and components and strategies the same way. Worked examples of these analyses
that will aid women farmers cannot be identified. and samples of blank tables are given in Annex 1.
Following are guidelines on what to look for and how
to look for it. Activities: who carries out which agriculti.ral tasks

and how rigid is the division of labor? (Figures 1.1
What Infonmation to Look For and 1.2, Table 1.1)

Gender analysis, preferably backstopped by a gender- Resources and constraints: who has access to and
disaggregated agricultural household survey, is control of resources, including such human capital
essential for an understanding of men's and women's resources as education, knowledge, time, mobility
differing roles. Key indicators indicate how seriously and energy? What are the implications for those
the govemment and extension service take women with limited access or control? How do the
farmers and gender-equality. They provide an insight constraints under which men and women operate
into women's demand for and supply of information differ? (Figure 1.2, and Tables 1.2 and 1.3).
and services. The availability of gender analysis and
gender-disaggregated data will not guarentee that Benefits and incentives: wlio benefits from the
projects will be gender-sensitive: the infornmation production or controls the income -- that is, what
mnust be used to design appropriate projects and are the incentives and who receives them? (Figure
interventions. 1.2, and Tables 1.4 and 1.5).
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Key Indicators PART 4: STEPS IN PROJECT DESIGN3

The following key indicators are examples of the Simply targeting women at project design does not
basic information needs at project preparation (tables guarantee success. Different categories of women
cited are in Annex 2). Indicators should be assessed farmers should be explicitly identified at project
quantitatively if possible. When qualitative appraisal as beneficiaries or targets. Specific
assessments are needed they must be kept objective. measures must then be included to assist them and
More information will be required after the key indicators used by the extension service and in
orientation of the project has been determined and in project supervision should reflect their importance in
later stages of project design. the agriculture of the area. The following steps will

ensure that the gender dimension is fully considered.

Gender and public nolicies Decide on Project t. jentatikn
- Gender equality in laws and public policies (Table

2.1) Project orientation-- area of country, taiget group,
irrigation scheme -- is chosen cn agronomnic and

(lender in fanning and extension activities economic grounds.
- Value of available gender analysis data (Table

2.2) Clarify Gender Roles and Their Implications for
- Farmer particip sion in planning the extension Project Strategies

program (Table 2.3)
- Need for special extension strategies (Table 2.4) What does the project propose to do to improve

agriculture? What farming activities will be
Organization of the extension service promoted by project interventions? What is the

- Inclusion of gender issues in directives, existing gender division of labor in Jhese activities?
recruitment, and training (Table 2.5) How do these activities fit in with the total pattern of

- Gender distribution of extension staff (Table 2.6) women's productive and domestic activities? What
- Female enrollment in agricultural education innovations are being proposed? What are the

(Table 2.7) implications of the proposed project orientation and
- Mobility of extension agents by gender (Table components for different household members?

2.8)
- Media output specifically for women (Table 2.9) Analyze Eligibility to Receive Project Inputs and

Services and to Participate in Project Activities
Farmers and extension activities

- Extension agent to farmer ratio (Table 2.10) What inputs will be provided? In light of existing
- Contacts between extension agents and male and division of labor, which household member should

female farmers (Table 2.. 1) receive these inputs? Can women qualify to receive
- Male and female farmer participation in extension these inputs in their own name a;d right? What are

activities (Table 2.12) the pre-requisites of eligibility? How many target
- Major farmer organizations of the project area households in the target group fit these criteria?

(Table 2.13) Which household member should participate in
project activities (such as soil conservation, water

Farmers and extension information user groups, training, extension)? Even if there is no
- Utilization of production credit by gender formal disclimination against women, how will

(Table 2.14) location and timing of activities affect women's
- Information demand and supply (Table 2.15) participation? Does the proportion of women in the
- Adoption of major recommendations (Table 2.16) pool of eligible participants match the division of

labor? Are there de jure or de facto restrictions on
Oualitative questions (Table 2.17) access to land or credit, to membership of groups or

cooperatives?
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Examine Outreach Capabilities Anticipate Probable Changes in the Roles and
Status of Women and Link these to ihe Expected

Do existinp institutions and delivery systems have Inpact of the Project
di- ct contact with mnale and female farmers in
p; ,--ortion to their farming activities? If not, why How will women farm differently as a result of this
nct. project? How will the project affect women's access

to and control over land, labor, capital, inputs and
sess the Appropriateness of Proposed Technical expertise? Will women's workload increase or

hackages, Messages and Technologies decrease? What will happen to their independent
income, to their control of crops and the income from

How oo men and women differ in their resources and sales, and to their voice in household decision-making
constraints? Are the technical packages applicable to on expenditures and other issues? How will changes
all fartners or only to those with certain types of in women's access to and control of land and
resources (such as irrigated land, several head of productive resources affect food availability and
cattle, labor surplus, animals for traction)? Do the project objectives? How will changes in women's
technical packages contain elements that are ability to earn an independent income affect the
traditionally restricted to either sex (such as animal household cash flow? How will it affect their ability
traction and pesticide spraying)? How mnany farmers to provide for their families? How will women's
in the target group have the right kind of land? How workload affect such things as child care and family
aiz'ny farmers, given gender-specificity of tasks and nutrition?
m;le migration, can meet any additional labor
requi.ements? How many farmers can raise the Identify Needed Measures
necessary cash? What implications do gender
differences have for the spread of innovations to poor Using the previous steps as a guide, identify what
farmers or households? changes are needed in institutions, delivery systems,

technical packages, and feedback mechanisms to
Examine the Distribution of Benefits and its Effect overcome the barriers to women's access to project
on Incentives inputs and their ability and incentive to participate.

Many of these measures have the potential to improve
Given the gender-based division of labor and control the cost-effectiveness of extension. For instance, the
of income from different crops and activities, what economies of scale of group extension were found to
interest do women have in intensifying their be greater with women's groups in Kenya because the
production or adopting the package? Do the direct women met in larger groups than did the men.
returns for women outweigh any additional effort? If
the project affects marketing, are women likely to Three categories of measures to benefit women
lose an independent source of income? farmers can be included in project design.

Consider the Reliability of Feedback Mechanisms 1. Designing better messages
-Conduct a gender analysis.

If women play a major role in project-related - Recruit or train a horticultural or small ruminant
activities, such as vegetable production, how will research and development officer.
project planners find out whether the proposed - Join networks such as Women in Rice Farming
technical innovations are acceptable to them? What Systems (WIRFS) or Information Centre for Low
provisions are made for local women and men to External Input & Sustainable Agriculture
participate in selecting and testing technologies and in (ILEIA).
evaluating results? Do monitoring and reporting - Visit examples of successfully conducte& farmer-
systems distinguish male and female participants? focussed research.

2. Improving extension services
- Hold workshops to sensitize males agents.
- Provide child care during training sessions for
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womew farmers or female agents. Adapt credit components. For example, focus on
- Recruit more female agents by smallholdings; reduce the minimum size of loans;

providing boarding facilities for women use group liability rather than land title for
students at agricull.ral schools, collateral; and reduce costs by loaning to groups.
retraining HE and other female rural agents.

- Produce radio or television programs aimed at Improve outreach of delivery systems. For example,
women farmers (and presented by women reduce time or distance to input suppliers and
announcers). markets.

- Provide transport for female agents.
-Train extension agents in farmer-focussed Improve location and timing of proiect activities. For

extension methods. example, provide one-day or mobile training
rather than residential; hold evening meetings;

3. PL ovidina complementary input identify a time and place that women congregate -
- Provide seed money or credit for women's - such as markets or sites for communal work --

income generating activities, such as for agro- and use these settings as entry points.
processing equipment.

- Discuss with government the reform of Improve residential training for women farm s. For
discriminatory laws. example, provide child care or separate boarding

facilities for women.

PART 5: PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION Improve choice of langua,e and method of
communication. For example, use the

Gender aspects are relatively new in the design of vernacular; recruit local agents who speak the
Bank proiects, so it will often be necessary to modify vemacular; use verbal or pictorial communication
or adapt existing projects or compor.ents. Continuous rather than written; communicate with groups
monitoring allows the performance of the extension rather than individuals.
service to be tracked against the indicators used (or
identified) at project preparation. Problems can then Increase supply of information, technologies and
be identified and rectified. facilities that women specifically need. For

example, market information; appropriate tools,
Identify Needed Modifications equipment, and intermediate transport technology;

training in the operation and maintenance of

Examples of modifications to existing projects4 to equipment.
increase the numbers of female beneficiaries follow.

Chan,e the focus of proiect activities. For example,
increase the relative importance assigned to
*women's' crops, livestock or activities. ' Adapted from World Bank Agricultural

Extension: The Next Step, 1990.
Improve the messages. For example, broaden the 2 Adapted from Feldstein and Poats (eds) Working

research agenda to cover the enterprises and tasks Together: Gender Analysis in Agriculture,
of women farmers. Kumarian Press, 1989.

3 Adapted from A.S. Carloni Women in

In_rease the number of women in the pool of eligible Development: AID's Experience 1973-85, Vol. I:
garticipants. For example, change the criteria for Synthesis Paper, AID Program Evaluation Report
selecting contact farmers, or for membership in No. 18, Washington D.C.: USAID, 1987.
extension groups; train male agents to work with 4 Adapted from A.S. Carloni ibid.
female farmers.
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Matrix 1: Suggested Methods of Data ColleLdon tor Gender Analysis

Methods Methodotoav Outiut/benefits

Agriculturnd calendars On a monthly basis, identify Qualitative picture of
(see Figure 3.1) the person ts) (by gender, and activities for all enterprises

by family position or hired) and operations.
responsibte for inter alia
field operations for all
enterprises, livestock
rearing, agro-processing, wild
products gathering, fuel and
water collection, marketing,
and hiring-out as labor.

Spatial maps Indicate on maps of fields or Visual description of the
(see Figure ,.2) enterprises who is: system gives a clearer picture

responsible (R) of constraints, participants,
provides labor (L) and beneficiaries.
controls the resource (C)
controls the benefits (8).

Seasonal labor profiles Estimate personal days/month Quantitative -- useful for
for each task during average showing changes in farming
farming season. cycle and labor allocation

when new crops or techniques
are introduced.

Informal surveys Open-ended questioning Quick, informal, cost-
of individuals. effective way to describe

farming practices,
agricultural knowledge, and
women's roles in agriculture.
Danger: being too superficial.

Group and community Open-ended questioning of Quick inexpensive overview of
interviews group representing more conditions and practices in an

than one household. area.

Community portraits For a variety of project Compare and contrast beliefs
villages. and practices across villages.

Household record-keeping From carefully selected Useful to determine family
representative households. labor contributions, can

substitute pictures of
activities for use in non-
literate societies.

Policy inventory techniques List major policies affecting Overview of recent sectoral
sector. performance; assessment of

impact of policy impact on
women in agriculture, for
example.

HouseP.i imple survey Structured questionnaire Time-consuming, expensive.
to a sample that is Produces quantitative data.
representative of the
population.

walking tour By interdisciplinary team Produces map locating main
of scientists and farmers. agro-ecological zones, farming
Farmers take the lead and systems, social groups,
point out major features infrastructure; identifies
and problems. main problems of cohmunity;

and identifies key informants
on various issues.
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lgure 1.1: Seasonai Calendar for a Village In Northern Pakistan
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Figure 1.2: Spatial Map of the Chitemene System in Nortit-East Zambia
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Table 1.1 Gender Analysis of Activities

Crop production Males Fcmales

Crop . ..... or Field I
Tas I ........................................ .................... I............... ....... ... ....................................

Task 2 ........................................ ....... I........................... ... I.........I.........I.......................
Task 3 ........................................ ..... .................. I............ ..............................................
............................................ ................................................I.. ......... . ...............................................
.. . . . .............................. e..... .......... ............................... ................ .............................
............................................ ............................................... .............. ...........................................

Crop . or Field 2
Task 1I ........................................ ... I........... ..................... ..............................................
Task 2 ........................................ .............. ..................... .............. I.................I........I......
Task 3 ........................................ ........ I........................... ................ .......... I.....I..............
............................................ I........... ............ I...................... .. ........... ........ .......... I................ ..........
.................................I ........... ........... .................................... ........... ..............................................
............................................ ............................................... .......... . ........ .....................................

Crop . . or Field 3
| Task I ........................................ .... I. .. I......I. . ................... ..................... ........................
i Task 2 ........................................ ..... I. .............. I....I.......... ........................................... ...
| Task 3 ....................................-... .... I...I............................ ..............................................

............................................ .................... I.......................... . I................. .....................................

............................................ .... I.......................................... . ........ I..............I...........I.,................

............................................ .................... ...................... I . . ........... .....................................

Livestock production

Animal .
|T ask I ...................... ............... . ....................... ............ . ..... ........................... ..................
|T ask 2 ...................... ........... ............. I................ ...... ........ . ..... . ..... .......................................

Task 3 ...................... ....... . , ..............................................
...........................................I. ............................................... .......... .........................................
....... .................................... ............................................... ............. ........................................

I .. . ... . . .. . ... . . . . ....... ........ I........ . ... .................... .............................................. 

Animal ...................................
T ask I ...................... ........... .................................... ................. ..............................................
T ask 2 ...................... ........... .................. I.................. ................. .......................................... .I..
T asl ; 3 ........................................ I........................ I...................... . ............ I........................I........
........................ .............................. ................. ..............................................Tas 1.

Household production _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Activity ....................... I........... ..... , . .................. ..............................................
A ctivity ....................... ........... .................................... ................. .................. I.....................I...I...
A ctivity ....................... ........... .. .................................. ................ I................. I...........................
A ctivity .... ,.............................. ................. ......................... . . .............................. . ...............

Off-farmn production

A ctivity ................ .......... ....... . ............................................... .............. I...............................
A ctivity .................................. ............................................... ............. ................................
A ctivit,v .................................. ............................................... .......... 1....................................
A ctivity ....................... ........... .................................... ................. ....................... .......................
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Table 1.2: Analyss of Resources (Access and Control) for Farm Production
(Example from two rice-producing villages in the Philippines)

Who has Who has Notes and
Resource access control imnplications

Land
Irrigated site MA>FA NIA controls irrigation
Rainfed site MA>FA Control actually in

hands of landlord
(both sites)

Livestock
Water buffalo MA> FA
Cattle MA> FA
Swine FA
Poultry FA

Cash FA>MA
Labor

Family MA, FA
Exchange MA, FA?
Hired FA>MA
Own MA, PA MA, FA

Tractor ? ? ?
Credit

Formal MA>FA Requires collateral
linked to rice

Informal FA, MA Expensive
Inputs

Seeds FA
Pesticides PA, MA?

Household
Rice hulls FAm
Electricity MA, FA Malanay only
Glutinous PA Carosucan only

rice equipment
Fuelwood FA"
Cow dung FAM Especially Carosucan

Training MA>FA
Education MA, FA

Key: MA is male adult; PA is female adult; > is more than;NIA is National Irrigation Administration; m is Malanay
irrigated site; I is Carosucan rainfed site;

? is information limited.
Source: Paris in Feldstein and Poats 1989.
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Table 1.3 Gender Analysis of Resources and Constraints

F=female, M =male | Access Control Notes Implications for
A=adult, C = child M M , A/C M./F, A/C project activities

Land
W ho uses .............. ............ ............................. ........ ......................................
H ow it is used .............. .............. ........ .............................. ......................................

Water
................ .... . ............ .. . ............ .. .................................. ......... . . .................................

....................... .... .............. ........ I............................... ......................................

Labor
Own .............. .............. T im e ......................................
Family ...... i...... .............. lity...M o bilit ......................................
Hired E r............ Energy ......E n e r g y ......................................

Capital goods
..................... ..... . ............ ... . ............ ... ...........I...................... ........... ......................................
....................... .............. .. ............ . .. ......................I.............. . .......... ..................................

................... .... ...... I........ ....................................... .... I..... ..........I.........................
.

Inputs
Purchased ............ .............. .............. ................................. ....................................

...................... ..... ......... ..... ..I ...... . ... .. ..................................... . ......... ...............I..................

............ .................... ... .............. ... ........... ............................ ........... ......................................
Produced on farm .............. .............. ............ .......................... .................. ......... I ........

.................... ..... I............ .. . ............ .. .....I............................. ......... . ...........I..........................

...................... ..... ......... . .. .. ............ . .. .............I....................... . .......... ..................................

...................... ..... ........ . .. .., ........... . ... ..................................... .. .......... I...........I....................

C ash ................. ..... ......... ..... ..... .... ........................ .... .......... ^ ......................................
. ................... . ..............I... .... .......... . .... .................................... . ..... . .... .................................

Agricultural credit
...................... .. ............ . ............ ....................................... . ...... ...................................
...................... ....... .... .......... ....... . .... ... .................................... . ............... ..................................

Markets/transport
................... ..... .. ............ .. . ............ .. . . ................................ ........... ......................................
....................... .... .. ....... ....I... ..... . .... .. ..................................... .. ........ I.................................
....................... ..... ......... . .. .. ............ . .. ....... ............................. . ............ ...... II..........................
....................... ................. .... .......... . .... ............................ I....... . ............. I ................................

Agric. Knowledge
E xtension contact ............. .............. ............. ......................... ......................................
Indigeneous know .............. .............. ....................................... ........... ........................

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ...... ..... . I . . . . .. . . . . .Ed ucation

....................... ... . .............. .. ............ . .. ..................................... . ......... ..................................

....................... ..... .............. ... .. I........ . .. ,..................................... .......... ,I..................................

.

.......................... . .... ........ ......... . .. .............. .. ............... .. , ,,..............I........................

................ ........... . ......... . . .............. ... ............. I ........ ........................... : ..........._ .
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Table 1.4: AnalysIS of Benefats and Incentives
(Exmnples from Carosucan, a rice-producing village in the Philippines)

Products or Who has Who has Uses or
proposed access control characteristics-'
changes

HYY rice MA>FA 18V
Glutinous rice FA MA, PA 9%
Processed glutinous rice FA 13%
Mung beans, vegetables,

cowpeas FA>MA 6%
Water buffalo, cattle MA 9% draft, fattening,

investment
Swine FA 9%
Cash from wage labor MA, FA 1-2%
Rice by-product/bran FA FA>MA Swine > cattle
Leucaena leaves FA>MA Swine>cattle
Remittances FA 16-17%
Cow dung Fuel, manure

Key: MA is male adult; FA is female adult; > is more than.
t Including consumption; storage for later consumption, exchange, or sale; other domestic uses; exchange; sale;

reinvestment in agricultural production (e.g. manure, fodder)
_I Percentages indicate proportionate contributions to total household income.
Source: Paris in Feldstein and Poats 1989
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Table 1.5 Gender Anaiysis of Benefits and Incentives

M male, Access to Control % Uses or Implications for project
F = female produce of contribution charactes.tics activities
A = adult M/P, A/C produce to household (see note below)
C = child M/F, A.JC income

Crop products
.................. ...... ......... .. .......... . ... ............. . ..... ....................... . .......... .............................
.................. ..... .......... .. .......... . ... ....... I..... . .. I.. ......................... . ......... ..............................
.................. ............ I I ... ......... ... ........... I.... . ...I ....................... . ........ ...............................
............... ..... .. .......... .. . .......... ... ................ . ... ..................... ......... ..................................
.................. .... ........ . ... .......... . .. .............. .. ..I ...................... . .. ....... ..............................
.................. .... ........ . ... .......... . .. .............. . ... .......I................ . ........ ...............................
................ .... ...... ..... ....... ............ .... . . ..................... ......... ..................................

Livestock products
..................... ............. . .. ... . . .... ... ............. . ..... ....................... . .......... ..............................
....I................ . .... I....... . .. .. .......... . .. .... I......... . .... ........................ . ........ ...............................
..................... .... ........ . ... .......... . .. .............. I I ......... I................. . ....... ...I...........................
..................... ...... ......... .. .......... . I... ............ . ..... ......... I............. ..... ........ I.... .......................
............... ..... . .. ....... .. .... . .. .............. . ... ........................ . ........ ...............................

.. ..............

Household products
(eg agroprocessing)

..................... ...... ......... .. .......... . .. .............. . .... ... I................. . ... ......... ..............................

...... I.............. . ... ............ .. .......... . .. .............. . .... ....................... . .......... ..............................

...............I.... .... . .......... .. . .......... .. . .............. ... . . ...................... ....... ..................................

................... .... . .......... .. ............ .. .............. ... . ....................... ....... ..................................

..................... ...... . ... .. ..... . ... I............ . ..... ....................... .... ........ .............................

Off-farm activities
..................... ...... ......... .. .......... . .. .............. . .... ....................... .... . .. ..................................
..................... ...... ......... .. .......... . .. .............. . .... ....................... .... ....... I.............................

. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I, I..11......... _'.'. '

Note: Uses and desirable characteristics of products including uses of al parts of the plant or animal
a. consumption
b. storage for later consumption, exchange or sale
c. other domestic use (eg, fuel, building material)
d. exchange
e. sale
f. reinvestment in agricultural production (eg, manure)
g. other

Source: The examples of the worked and sample gender analysis tables are based on tables in Feldstein and Poats 1989
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ANNEX 2 Key Indicators for Project Preparation

Table 2.1: Gender Equality in Laws and Government Policies
nil -- > high
I 2 -3 -4 -5

Is there meaningful equity under the law.
- in land title or tenure?
- in access to formal credit?

Is there meaningful reference to women in ...
- the agricultural development plan? l --

- government discussions with Bank staff?
lif low score then consider the following question]

Is any de jure or de facto bias against women likely to ...
- compromise the success of the project?
- worsen the situation of women as a result of the project?

flf high score then open talks with government
or reconsider the prolecti

Table 2.2: Value and Use of Available Gender Analysis Data

nil-------- > high
I 2 -3 -4 -5

How useful is any available gender analysis of farming activities for the
preparation and design of the proposed project?

[if low score then need to commission a gender analysis]

To what extent is there gender division of enterprises, tasks, resources,
incentives, etc?

To what extent are men and women separate economically?

To what extent do men and women have different technology needs?

To what extent will the orientation of the project ( e.g. irrigation,
specific enterprises, input supply) affect men and women differently?

To what extent will the proposed components affect women's access to,
and control over benefits?
rif high scores then need to ensure that the differential impact is taken
into account when the orientation of the project and selection of
project components is finalized]

To what extent are there cultural constraints on male/female
interactions? [if high score, need careful selection of suitable
extension strategies]
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Table 2.3: Farmer Partidipation in Program Planning

nil -- > high
I - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5

Level of female participation on annual extension program planning
(scale of 1-5; 1 =no participation, 5=full control)

- at village level

- at provincial level

- at national level

Table 2.4: Necessity for Special Extension Strategies
nil-------- > high
1- 2 -3 -4 -5

How necessary are different extension strategies ...
- for men and women?
- for different categories (caste, secluded, farm size) of women?
[if high score then ask *-- 1

Are special extension strategies being provided?

What proportion of women farmers are being reached by the extension
service?

[if low score, then ask ...1

To what extent do selection criteria bias against ...
- women as contact farmers?
- women as members of groups or co-operatives?

How suitable are the media (type, language, access, literacy, etc.)?

How suitable are the location and timing of meetings?
[if above scores low then strengthen appropriate sections, or choose
suitable project components]
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Table 2.5: Coverage of Gender Issues in Directives, Recruitment and Training

nil-------- > high
I 2 -3 -4 -5

To what extent are gender issues adequately covered in:
[if low scores then need to improve the organization and
attitudes within the extension servicel

- extension service operational directives or guidelines?

- extension service objectives?

- extension agent incentives?

- pre-service training?

- in-service training?

- technical message formulation?

- routine training sessions?

Is there an effort to
[if low scores, and feasible to use female agents, then
explore ways to increase recruitment and training]

- recruit female EAs?

- retrain female rural agents?

Is there an effort to train extension agents in
[if low scores then improve pre- and in-service trainingl

- communication methodologies?

- diagnostic and problem solving methodologies? _ -T
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Table 2.6: Distribution of Extension Staff by Gender

Average years post-
Percent primary education l

Position Total Female p
_ _ _ _ _ __I_ _ j Male Female

Agricultural Extension Agents l

Home Economics Extension Agents l

Supervisors __ _

Subject Matter Specialists

Provincial Extension Officers

National Extension Officers

Liaison Officers

Table 2.7: Female Enrollment in Agricultural Education

Total Enrollment Female Enrollment
Level (in numbers) (as % of Total)

Certificate:

Diploma:

Degree:
Post-graduate:
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Table 2.8: Mobility of Extension Staff, by Gender

Percentage of Staff in different Mopeds or
positions using various Motor
methods of transportation: Bicycles Scooters Motorbikes Cars/Trucks

All Extension Agents

Female Extension Agents

All Supervisors

Female Supervisors

All SMSs

Female SMSs i

Table 2.9: Output of Media Specil.-ally for Women.

Type of production Total Percent Percent Name
number relevant specifically examples
produced to most targeted to targeted to
in past 12 women women women
months

Printed material - official lang.

- vernacular

Posters, billboards, etc.

Video tapes for sale/rent

TV programs (< 10 min.)

(> 10 min.)

Radio programs ...
- announcing weather, prices

- technical, explanatory

Result demonstrations

Method demonstrations

Farmers days, exhibits, ag. shows _
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Table 2.10: Extension Agent to Farmer (M/F) ratio

Total number of Extension Agents

Total number agriculturally active population

Ratio EA:F.armer

Percent females in agriculturally active population

Table 2.11: Contacts Between Extension Agents and Farmers

Contact farmers regularly visited per EA in 2/4 week
period - total number:

- of whom female farmers:

Groups regularly visited per EA in 2/4 week period Total Male Female Mixed
l_____ only only

- number:

- average number of farmers per group:

- of whom female farmers: nil

Total Male Female
Average number female farmers (contact + group)
regularly visited per EA in 2/4 week period: l

Table 2.12: Farmer Participation in Extension Activities

_On-Farm | Day Residential 
|___________ || Research Training | Training | l l

Total number of
farmers participating 11 _ I I I_ I_!l

Female participation as
percentage of total 11 1 1 1 1_1 _ 11
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Table 2.13: Major Farming Organizations

List below the major farmer organizations in project Check where applicable
area

Mostly Mostly Mixed Used
male women with

extension
activities

3 = = =

4

5
6 ____ __

7

10 , l

Table 2.14: Utilization of Production Credit by Gender

[ 1[ Total amount of Percent to Total number of Percent to
[Year ||credit | women farmers loans women farmers

1970 - -------------- -

1980

1990 ___._ .__,
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Table 2.15: Information Demand and Supply
nil --- > high

- 2 -3 -4 -5

What is the value of the feedback mechanism to determine the
technology needs

- of all farmers?
- of women farmers?

[if low score, then consider c survey and establishing a
mechonism for feedback] 

To what extent are women farmers included in setting priorities for
technology generation and adaptation?

To what extent are the messages suitable for the resources and
constraints of most women farmers?

To what extent are the messages congruent with women farmers' range
of activities? [if low score, list separately the other information and

technology needs of women farners]

To what extent do women farmers estimate the technical messages tc be
usefuil? [if low score, improve research & development]

To what extent do women farmers estimate the extension bervices to be
useful? [if low score, improve extension services to women]

To what extent are tools and equipment available for women farmers?
[if low score, consider including as a component in the project]

To what extent are EAs able to fine-tune messages?
rif low score, improve pre- and in-service training]

Table 2.16: Adopt,on of Major Recommendations, by gender

State population used Areas of recommended innovation (eg, improved seeds, pesticides) 1
egfarmers in contact Suggested sources: M & E units or informal discussions with farmers

with extension services, l I
or all in project area Aware Use Aware Use Aware Use Aware Use
............................ (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
..................... ..............ll

Women Farme;rs

Men Farmers _ l_ l
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